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KANAWHA VALLEY CHAPTER
OF TROUT UNLIMITED
IS CHANGING IT’S NAME

The chapter has been active
from it’s start in stream restoration projects, stockings, education, and cleanups, all in cooperation with
the WVDNR, WVDEP, the US Forest Service, and
many watershed associations.

BY DENNIS COTTRILL
The Kanawha Valley chapter of Trout Unlimited has
officially changed it’s name as of January 2013. With
approval of the board of Directors at it’s January
meeting KVCTU will hereafter be known as the Ernie
Nester Chapter of Trout Unlimited, effective October 1st, 2013 This change was brought about as a
way of honoring Ernie’s nearly lifelong passion and
efforts in conserving, protecting, and restoring West
Virginia’s cold water fisheries and their watersheds.
KVCTU was initially created from Ernie’s efforts to
create a Trout Unlimited Chapter in the Kanawha
Valley area in 1972 shortly after arriving in West Virginia. After placing an ad in the local paper seeking
interest, seventeen people met together and formed
the KVCTU chapter in April of that year, (of those
seventeen, four of the charter members are still
members to this day, Don Brannon, Ed Crum, Max
Robertson, and Ernie). The first chapter board meeting was May 31st, TU national certified KVCTU in
July of 1972 making it the second TU chapter to be
organized in WV, the first chapter created in West
Virginia was the Mountaineer Chapter in the Clarksburg / Fairmont area.
I addition to pioneering the creation of KVCTU,
Ernie served as the first chapter president, he was
also the first newsletter editor with the initial edition
in September of 1972.
With the creation of the statewide council of TU in
1975 Ernie served as it’s first chairman, and as the
first National Director from West Virginia, where he
remained for approximately ten years. During this
time he also acted as editor of the state council
newsletter “The Council Notes”.
Through out Ernie’s almost fifty years of membership in TU, and over forty as a member of KVCTU

Just as soon as the ink was dry on KVCTU’s certification the chapter set about on it’s first project, the
study and restoration of the Middle Fork of Williams
River, in May of 1971 Ernie, Don Brannon and a couple of others backpacked into the Middle Fork to see
the area and explore for Brook trout, sadly only a
couple of tributaries held any fish. This led to the
Middle fork Project to evaluate causes and to define
treatment solutions.
Efforts began in late 1972 with periodic water
chemistry sampling, inspections, fishing surveys, and
an electroshock survey. Don Brannon directed the
effort and his students from West Virginia Institute of
Technology analyzed the samples. Efforts continued
to neutralize effects of acid rain and resurrect the
Middle Fork for years, the solution came with the
DNR’s John Rebinski’s innovative approach to literally backpack limestone fines down to a tributary of
the middle fork.
A cooperative project now known as the “ Bucket
Brigade” was formed to assist John in his efforts. Ernie has also enlisted the help of several local
Walmarts to provide volunteers and refreshments to
(Continued on page 2)
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all who participate. This has been a forty year prolessly to make this event a success. Each year several
ject of KVCTU and in the last year Brook trout were large dumpsters are filled to the brim with refuse removed from the stream. With the help of the
caught in the Middle Fork!
Elkhorn Watershed association and generous donations from Walmart the volunteers are treated to
Slaty Fork shocking and stream
lunch and drinks afterward at the old Ashland general
survey 1977
store.

Elkhorn Cleanup

KVCTU has also partnered with the WVDNR on
several stocking programs and projects throughout
the years starting with Vibert Boxes on the Elk below
Slaty fork, and Props and Laurel Runs in 1973 and 74.
Fingerling Browns were added to the mix in 1977
staring with Hominy Creek and the estimated one
millionth fingerling stocked occurred on the Elk River
in 2007. KVCTU helped in placing limestone gravel
into Dogway fork of the Cranberry. And numerous
stream shocking surveys,

1 million fish stocked, 2007

Among other tasks Ernie has taken upon himself is
the Elkhorn cleanup in April of every year since 1998.
He has recruited and organized the volunteers tire-

Perhaps Ernie’s greatest achievement is the evolution of his idea forty three years ago. His leadership
has brought together a membership averaging
560, many of whom share the same commitment as
Ernie. Members are engaged with Trout in the Classroom at twenty two schools, teach angling arts
through several sessions throughout the year, perform stream surveys, stocking programs and more.

Thanks, Ernie
From chapter 166
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FLY TYERS CORNER
By CHARLIE NICHOLS
Identifying caddis larva can be an exercise in futility.
Kanawha Valley Chapter’s guru entomologist Alvan
Gale may not have a tough time sorting by genus and
species, but for most of us identifying caddis by genus
and species is extremely difficult; except for the Rhyacophila. These big green larva are out there in the
stream running naked with a neon green color that
just dares the fish to “bite me!” I do not carry any
caddis larva except for the “green weenie” Rhyacophila because the fish are usually waiting for most
caddis to pupate. However, lots of folks fish with
meal worms or super meal worms that are really just
an imitation of caddis larva, so caddis larva of all species can be used to catch trout effectively. Caddis
flies are of the order Trichoptera and they go
through a complete aquatic insect stage of egg, larva,
pupa, and adult.
There are nearly 100 species of Rhyacophila caddis
in North America and they are one of the oldest caddis species identified by aquatic entomologist. The
larva do not build a shelter like other caddis species
so they are known as free swimming, moving over
rocks, feeding on detritus and insects, with the additional benefit that they swim to the surface in the pupae stage. The female adult will return to the water
and dive under the surface to lay her eggs on the
bottom of the stream making this caddis extremely
productive to fish.
These are fast water insects with activity of the larvae, pupae, and adults in currents; use them in this
type of water. According to fly tying great Gary
LaFontaine’s studies, these insects are especially
strong swimmers and will break through the surface
film very quickly. I can tell you that trout strike them
with abandon in both the pupa and adult stages. The
egg laying female struggles to get under the water
and will swim a ways to dive down to lay the eggs—
meaning skitter the fly. In fact, at the end of your drift
actually pull the fly under. If you use snowshoe rabbit
foot as I do or CDC and put some Frog Fanny on the
adult it will go under water and pop back to the surface. Trout hit these flies hard so I don’t recommend
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the use of small tippet sizes (focus on 5x). The larvae
are larger than the adult by a couple of millimeters.
The adult is 12mm and the larva about 15 mm—that
is ½’ to 9/16” long.
For the Larva--Hook: Mustad 37160 size 10 thru 14
or you can use a 10 through 14 hook model for
streamers (2x or 3x long, I like 3x long hooks).
Thread: 6/0 Brown.
Tail: White CDC. Body: Bright Green. Ribbing: Gold
Wire or 4x mono. Back: Scud Back 1/8” Clear
(brown permanent marker to splotch). Head: Brown
Ostrich Herl.

Rhyacophila caddis larva

Adult--Hook: Cabela’s Model 1 or dry fly hook in 12
or 14. Thread: 6/0 Brown. Body: Blue Wing Olive
Green. Wing: Snowshoe Rabbit foot pad hair in dun
color. Hackle: Grizzly. Optional: Yellow egg sac for
female or an amber color.
Scud back has been out for a while in the fly tying
world. It is a plastic strip in clear, tan, or brown that
is about the ply of a heavy freezer bag plastic. In fact
you can use one of those and cut it into strips about
1/8” wide. Sandwich bags are too thin to work and
don’t hold color like freezer bags or even better the
vacuum seal bags you can buy.

(Continued on pg. 4)
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Rhyacophila adult
You will notice I mentioned a “tail” in the larva pattern. There is no tail on any caddis whether it is a
larva, pupa or adult. I call it a tail merely so you know
to tie it on first. The “tail” is really a gill set therefore
the white CDC works really well. Cut it very short,
not more than an eighth of an inch long.
Tie the Scud Back or plastic on next and on the side
opposite you tie in your ribbing. I have begun to use a
couple of strands of Flashabou to rib with but wire is
more durable or even tippet material. Use the brightest insect green dubbing you can find. After dubbing
to within three hook eyes tie off the thread and bring
the backing material over the fly top and tie down.
Reverse wrap your ribbing material and tie off. Grab
about two pieces of brown ostrich herl and wrap to
within one eye length of your eye. Whip-finish the
head and you have a great larva imitation. I take a
brown permanent marker and splotch the back a bit
and then with my bodkin I pick out some dubbing.
Using some Frog’s Fanny on this imitation really
makes it sparkle under the water.
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returning with egg sacs loaded and I use an amber or
yellow piece of dubbing to mimic that egg sac. A
snowshoe rabbit foot hair makes a good wing material, no it makes a great winging material for more than
just caddis adults, especially one dyed a light dun color. I then use four of wraps grizzly hackle at the head
for legs so I can make the fly dance if needed. Skating
one of these on a pool can bring lunges by big fish or
small fry. Remember the Frog’s Fanny trick; you can
drag the adult under water and let it pop back to the
top a couple of times at the end of the cast and that
little bit of action can induce a mean ole strike.
HOLD ON and tight lines.

CASTING ELBOW AND
OTHER PHYSICAL AILMENTS
BY SHANE MORRISON

I am not a physician or physical therapist, and therefore cannot diagnose medical problems. I do
know, however, something about casting ailments and
perhaps I can pass on some advice. I have
been troubled by tendonitis since I was in my early
thirties. My first encounter with tendonitis was
the result of very active sailing, cranking the grinders
and pulling on halyards and sheets to raise
and trim the sails.

You want to fish this larva on the bottom so use
Now in my fifties, I have frequent bouts of tenweight. Remember, this is a fast water insect. They
hatch from the second week of May till the middle of donitis in a variety of body parts often caused by
July so you want to have them with you then.
excessive fly casting. Face it. A lot of us fly fishers are
“old [f*rts].” Younger fly fishers are but a few
years behind us and by developing good habits now,
For the adult fly the body color is a green but not
the bright green of the larva. I use Wapsi Blue Wing maybe they can avoid some of our aches and
Olive Super Fine dubbing that has streaks of brown in pains.
it. It is a dead ringer for the flies I observe on the
(Continued on page 5)
streams throughout the hatch. You will see females
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Contrary to what you might think, casting is not a
How to Deal With It:
non-impact sport. No, I don’t mean throwing leg
blocks while combat fishing on our crowded trout
Go Easy – Usually if we are getting pain, we’ve
streams, tempting as it may be! Casting being a
been casting too hard. If you must cast, do it genrepetitive sport repeatedly and rapidly extends and
tly. Avoid – full extension of the joints and lifting
shortens the muscles and jars the tendons. The
heavy objects (with severe tendonitis, it could be
tendon is the bundle of fibers that attach a muscle to
a cup of coffee.) When lifting an object, lift slowly
the bone. Particularly when we cast aggressively as in
so the strain of the weight is taken up slowly.
long distance casting we attempt to bring the rod to
Don’t extend the joint fully when lifting.
a sudden stop. This stop of the
Rest, Rest, Rest – if your tendonitis is severe,
casting arm, and also the hauling hand, can jar or
stop casting until the pain goes away.
shock the tendons.
Ice – frequent application of ice for about 20
minutes at a time several times a day is a big help.
Don’t use heat at first. Heat primarily is useful to
Muscle soreness is not necessarily a bad thing. Cerhelp loosen stiff joints. Ice is better on inflammatainly, we encounter more soreness as we get
tion.
older. However, this soreness is a warning sign to be
Drugs – consider using supplements such as
careful not to over-do it. Particularly, when we
Chondroitin, glucosamine, and MSM. They seem
extend the arm during casting it can strain the tento help me. Take a pharmaceutical-grade antidon. A jarring stop can increase the strain several
inflammatory (e.g., Ibuprofen) as necessary, but
fold. This can occur during repetitive casting. The imsee your physician.
pact to the tendon during hard casting such as
Therapy – visit your physical therapist or chiropractor. They have other approaches to therapy
distance casting can be severe. It is often the jarring
and some-times resorting to injections may be
at the end of the cast that really strains the joint
necessary.
and tendons. Long hard hauls with the line hand at
full extension can be severe. This has probably
How to Avoid It:

been my biggest problem.

GUIDE TO THE
CATCH AND RELEASE

TROUT STREAMS
OF WEST VIRGINIA
MAPS, TIPS, HATCH CHARTS,LODGING
INFORMATION.
$10.00 EA. ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT
KANAWHA VALLEY CHAPTER
of
TROUT UNLIMITED
CALL JASON HODGES: 407-547-5447
Email: wvflyfishr@gmail.com

There are several things we can do help avoid
casting injuries. This starts with regular exercise
and good nutrition. This includes regular aerobics
such as walking, swimming, cycling or rowing.
This keeps the joints moving and maintains the
body’s natural anti-inflammatory process.
Cast regularly, daily if possible, in small periods of
about 20 minutes. Don’t over-do it! If you are
just starting out such as after a long winter, increase your casting effort slowly, starting out with
“nonimpact” casting.
Loose, loose, loose – keep your grip loose during
most of the casting stroke. I can’t over emphasize
this. Gripping the cork continually and/or too
(Continued on page 7)
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2013 WEST VIRGINIA HUNT AND FISH SHOW AT THE CHARLESTON CIVIC CENTER
Bob White (right) with one of the veterans from
the Huntington VA tending the Healing Waters
booth

Kim Stewart (above left) from Bridgeport, raffle
winner, receiving his 20 ga. Remington Wingmaster from Joe Means of Spring Hill Rod & Gun
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Secretary
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Steve Garrett, Ph:304-927-5328

Steve Young, Ph.: 304-941-6955
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Dennis Cottrill, Ph.: 304-562-3549
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denniscottrill@gmail.com

Vice President Fund Raising

Stocking Coordinator

Homer Sweeney, Ph.: 304-722-3825

Steve Sattler, Ph.: 304-872-1633

Jason Hodges, Ph.: 407-547-5446

tu166@suddenlink.net

ssatler90@yahoo.com

wvflyfishr@gmail.com

Vice President Environmental

Youth Liaison

Lee Orr, Ph.: 304-342-6392

Larry Riffee, Ph.: 304-586-4125

Terms Expiring – 2013

Orrwhat4@verizon.net

larryr138@frontier.com

Ian McQuinn, Ph.: 304-638-1137

Vice President Membership

WV Vice Chair South

Tom Moody, Ph:304-744-4083

Jeff L. Nelsen, Ph.: 304-768-3933

Dennis Cottrill, Ph.: 304-562-3549

scpeebod@yahoo.com

jefflnelsen@suddenlink.net

denniscottrill@gmail.com

skianwv@aol.com
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(Continued from page 5)

hard can contribute to the development of tendonitis, besides being tiring. The hand should increase the grip, squeezing the cork, at the end of
the back and forward casts. Most people cast way
too hard. Learn to cast with less and less movement and effort. There’s no reason to cast any
harder than we have to for the task at hand.

KVCTU ANNUAL BANQUET
By JEFF NELSEN

The Kanawha Valley Chapter of Trout Unlimited will
hold its Annual Banquet on the evening of Tuesday,
March 12th, 2013, at the Elks Club in Charleston,
WV. The evening begins with a social hour starting
at 5:45 P.M. This year we will have a variety of foods
for dinner. There will be a cash bar with wine and
beer during the evening. Individual tickets are priced
at $30.00 each.
Please help us extend our reach. Invite family,
friends, and business acquaintances to the Banquet.
Chapter President Steve Young will guide us through
the evening events. Awards will be presented to individuals and groups in recognition for their service
to our Chapter in 2012. Along with bucket raffles
February 12th, membership meeting, South
we will have a Major Raffle Drawing with Premium
Charleston Public Library, 7PM-9PM. This
Prizes
months speaker will be Dave Truban, currently
We will also have an auction for a 50% discounted
DNR Commissioner. Dave has held several local
price
coupon to the Alaska’s Legend Lodge on Lake
and state offices with the National Wild Turkey
Iliamna. The coupon is good for up to 6 people at the
Federation, he has completed the WV Master
Naturalist Program, habitat work is a top priority special rate of $2579 per person, for their Gold
of Dave’s. He will be discussing several issues in- Package which includes 6 days and nights lodging,
meals and guiding. Check out the web site
cluding game and fish laws and regulations, and
www.legendlodge.com . They have asked that all the
habitat both aquatic and terrestrial.
money raised from the auction stay with our chapter
February 26th, Board meeting South Charleston for the work we do in West Virginia.
Raffle tickets are being sold by chapter members for
Library, 6PM-8PM.
$2 each. “Friends of KVCTU” sponsorships are available at $200.00. Included in the sponsorship will be
(2) food tickets, $20 bucket raffle tickets and a special drawing just for our sponsors. There will be a
variety of trips, equipment, and miscellaneous items
to raffle off. Dress for the evening is casual. If you
have questions or are interested in being a sponsor
you may contact Jeff Nelsen at (304) 768-3933 or his
email: jefflnelsen@suddenlink.net .We will mail reservation forms out to the entire membership by mid
February with 10 optional raffle tickets to each member included. Even if you can't attend the banquet
you can enter the raffle and help our chapter by filling
out the requested information on the tickets, and
submitting payment of $2 per ticket. You are not
required to be present to win.

UPCOMING
KVCTU EVENTS

